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By SARAH RAMIREZ

Improved driving and safety performance and customer service have increased customer satisfaction among
luxury car owners, but potential tariffs are threatening to negatively impact the trend.

According to the 2018 Automobile Report by the American Customer Satisfaction Index, customer satisfaction with
cars is up 1.2 percent to a score of 82 on ACSI's 100-point scale. However, the rise in satisfaction is attributed to
improved car value, which may decline if proposed tariffs lead to higher prices for both imported and U.S.-made
vehicles.

"The proposed tariffs, which are expected to kick in soon, could alter the entire automotive landscape," said David
VanAmburg, managing director at the ACSI. "U.S. cars, whether they are made at home or abroad, could see average
sticker prices rise as a result of tariffs on imported autos and auto parts."

The report was based on 4,649 customer surveys collected between Aug. 11, 2017 and July 31, 2018.

Driver satisfaction
Eighty-six percent of the highly-rated marques are imports. European-made cars have an average customer
satisfaction score of 82, while Japanese and Korean automakers average 81 points.

Toyota Corp.'s Lexus and Swedish automaker Volvo topped the luxury auto segment with driver satisfaction ratings
of 85. While the Lexus score dipped one point from 2017, Volvo improved by 4 points.
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Volvo's customer satisfaction scores improved by four points. Image credit: Volvo

"In line with its improved customer satisfaction, Volvo is expected to have record sales this year," Mr. VanAmburg
said. "Other manufacturers will now pay more attention to the brand to see what they're doing right and what
enhancements have been making the biggest impact on consumers.

"We expect other automakers to emulate Volvo's recent changes, particularly in the areas of vehicle safety and
comfort, as best they can in hopes that it will help improve their customer satisfaction," he said.

Lincoln was the top rated U.S.-made luxury car by improving one point for a score of 83, while Cadillac dropped one
point to a score of 82. With a rating of 83, Audi narrowly outperformed fellow German automakers Mercedes-Benz
and BMW which both scored 82.

Lincoln was the highest-rated U.S. luxury automaker for customer satisfaction. Image courtesy of Lincoln

Luxury vehicles saw improvement in nearly every category of customer experience from 2017 to 2018.

Driving performance, dependability, interior, exterior and safety all improved to 87 points. Comfort (86), technology
(84) and Web site satisfaction (84) stayed steady year-over-year.

Automakers are wise to continue investing in electric and hybrid vehicles, as there is room for improvement in
terms of gas mileage. Customers would also like to see better warranties from luxury brands.

Tariff impact
Despite clear improvements in vehicle and service quality, the growth in customer satisfaction is primarily due to
car value. As car prices are expected to rise, this level of satisfaction will be difficult to maintain.

The tariffs President Donald Trump proposed could reach up to 25 percent, placing a significant toll on foreign
exporters and the customers in the U.S. who desire foreign cars.

While likely aimed at protecting American interests from cheaper cars manufactured in Asia, tariffs on imported
cars would also have an effect on luxury vehicles, many of which are manufactured in Europe. Many American-
made vehicles include foreign parts, so tariffs would still cause production costs to rise stateside (see story).

Automakers also need to prepare for the impact that possible tariffs may have on sales in the U.S., as a recent study
found prospective buyers could consider opting for used cars.

According to a survey from Autolist, 65 percent of consumers expect car prices to climb if auto tariffs come to
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fruition. Forty-one percent of car shoppers would choose to purchase a pre-owned vehicle if tariffs increased car
costs.

Based on reports, if automakers choose to pass on increased costs to consumers, prices could rise by up to 20
percent a difference of thousands of dollars (see story).

"It's  no surprise the tariffs will mean increased costs for cars imported from Europe or Asia," Mr. VanAmburg said.
"However, what many people don't realize is, due to the proposed tariffs on steel and aluminum, the cost for auto
parts will go up and American-made cars will also see increased prices."
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